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Abstract- Steam is used to produce the electricity in thermal power plant. The steam is generated from boiler
and used to rotate the turbo-generator to produce electricity. In the process of steam production from industrial
boilers three critical parameter are maintained that is water, air and fuel. Water is maintained inside the drum
installed at the top of boiler. Steam drum also works as water steam separator. Water level measurement in the
boiler drum is very critical and should be controlled at desired level during the frequent load variation. For
smooth, continuous and reliable boiler operation, a constant level of water in the boiler drum is required to be
maintained. Due to low water level it may damage boiler drum as well as tubes by overheating. If the water level
goes high in drum, leads to improper function of separators, difficulty in temperature controlling and damage in
super heater tubes. Due to water droplets enters inside the turbine may damage the machine due to thermal
contraction. In this paper we have proposed the new close loop control of boiler drum level without using the
feed forward loop. Generally in three element drum level control we use steam flow as a feed forward signal in
cascade control. But in proposed loop we do not use the feed forward signal and it is more reliable during
frequent load variation. It can be easily tuned with the help of some constants used in loop and we achieve
smooth, reliable, safe, and economic operation and control of boiler.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are many parameters need to control in thermal
power plant, drum level is one of them. The level of
water in drum must be in specified level for smooth
and efficient operation. If water level in boiler drum
very low then the boiler tubes may damage and if the
level will be very high then it may be possible to carry
water droplets into turbine which will cause turbine
blades damage. So drum level control require tight
control strategy.
2. THREE ELEMENT CONTROL
Three element control method is used when the load is
more than 30%. It is the best method for drum level
control for handling load swing as well as neglecting
shrink and swells effect in boiler drum. The three
elements used in this control method are drum level,
feed water flow and steam flow.

2.1. Three Element control (With Cascade
Control & Feed forward Signal)
At present the three element control strategy using
cascade and feed forward control method. In cascade
control there are two loops, Primary loop is of drum
level element and secondary loop is of feed water flow
element, steam flow elements acts as feed forward
signal for generating remote set-point for the feed
water PID. Feed water PID compares this remote set
point with the running feed water flow and generates
output according to the error and tuning parameters.
This is final output goes to FCV (feed water control
valve) which is final control element. FCV responds
as per output signal of the FIC. Three element control
method is shown in figure-1. The compensated steam
flow is calculated as follows:
Qc = Qm* Sq. root (Td + 273.14) / (Tm + 273.14)*
Sq. root (Pm + 1.0332) / (Pd + 1.0332)
Qc = Compensated flow Qm = Measured flow
Td & Pd are design temperature and pressure.
Tm & Pm are measured temperature & pressure using
TT & PT in the line.
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Due to the two loops present the tuning of both loops
must be fine. If any one of the two loops gets unstable
then hunting starts in level control of steam drum. To
overcome from two loop tuning we are analysing a
new approach of three element control without
cascade strategy and with a single PID.
2.2 Proposed Three Element Drum Level Control
Strategy without Cascade Control and Feed forward
Signal

is clear that closed loop become more stable and
precise for drum level control. Similarly in cascade
loop two PID are controlling but in proposed control
Loop only single PID is controlling the drum level
process. So it is more enhanced control loop for drum
level control.it is faster and provide less hunting in the
drum level monitoring and control.it also reduces the
time of PID tuning due to single PID controller in
place of two PID controller. Single PID is more
reliable then the master and salve configuration.
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Fig-1. Three Element Boiler Drum Level Control Strategy with Cascade Control and
Feed forward Signal

Most important modification in the proposed closed
loop control of three element boiler drum level control
is the elimination of cascade loop and feed forward
signal in new closed loop control scheme. Feed
forward signal directly affect the controller remote set
point value and vice versa opening and closing of
control valve. Sudden change in load cause change in
feed forward signal value.it causes change in the
controller output suddenly and hunting occur in drum
level. Hence after elimination of feed forward signal it

3. CONCLUSION
In the proposed drum level closed loop control scheme
only single PID controller is used. It is clear that
master and slave configuration is removed.Responce
of closed loop control will be faster as compare to the
cascade scheme. One important factor is feed forward
signal that is also removed hence this scheme become
more and more stable for process and final control
element life will increase and process deviation and
hunting will be minimum.
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